
 

The FAA is considering mandating
technology to warn pilots before they land on
the wrong runway

September 8 2023, by David Koenig

  
 

  

Passenger jets are seen on the tarmac at Logan International Airport, Jan. 11,
2023, in Boston. The Federal Aviation Administration is considering requiring
that all planes be equipped with technology designed to prevent close calls
around airports, Friday, Sept. 8. Credit: AP Photo/Steven Senne, File
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The Federal Aviation Administration indicated Friday that it is moving
toward requiring that planes be equipped with technology designed to
prevent close calls around airports.

Many new airline jets are equipped with some of this technology, but
older ones are not, and neither are many private planes.

The FAA asked an internal advisory panel to make recommendations on
how to require systems that would alert pilots if they are lined up to land
on the wrong runway or a taxiway, or when the runway they have chosen
is too short.

The FAA said the move is part of its effort to eliminate "serious close
calls." The National Transportation Safety Board has started
investigations into seven such incidents since January.

Planes typically have GPS-based systems that warn pilots if they are in
danger of hitting the ground or an obstacle. Providers such as Honeywell
augment those systems with more information during taxi, takeoffs and
landings to reduce the risk of close calls or "runway incursions."

On most airline planes, those systems also alert pilots when they are
lined up to land on the wrong runway, but the technology is not currently
required, said Douglas Moss, a retired airline pilot who teaches aviation
at the University of Southern California.

Newer planes also have flight-management systems that include a wrong-
runway alert, Moss said.

Chris Manno, an airline pilot who blogs about aviation, said limits in
GPS precision can reduce the ability of the technology to warn pilots
about landing on the wrong runway—especially where parallel runways
are close together, as they are at San Francisco International Airport. An
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Air Canada jet preparing to land there in 2017 nearly crashed into other
planes after mistaking a taxiway for the runway.

But being told that the runway is too short or that pilots are landing at the
wrong airport "should be feasible and would be a valuable warning,"
Manno said. He said the FAA move "sounds like a very good idea."

Preliminary reports about close calls this year point to pilot error in some
cases and air controller mistakes in others. The NTSB said Thursday that
a blocked radio transmission caused a close call in June at San Diego
International Airport between Southwest and SkyWest planes.

"When it comes to that most serious type (of close calls), we have seen a
noticeable increase in the first part of this year," Transportation
Secretary Pete Buttigieg told The Associated Press last week. "We're at
about 15 so far this year, and typically you would expect that number in
about a (whole) calendar year."

Buttigieg pointed to the FAA's "safety summit" of industry officials in
March and more spending on airport infrastructure as examples of steps
the agency is taking to reduce close calls.

Industry and government officials, including the acting administrator of
the FAA who convened the safety summit, have often said that the lack
of a fatal crash involving a U.S. airline since 2009 proves that safety is
getting better. Buttigieg said those comments don't indicate
complacency.

"When you have a year with zero fatal crashes, you have to concentrate
your efforts on keeping it that way by turning to anything that could have
led to a problem if it hadn't been caught," he said. "We're moving toward
anything that could even come close to an incident."
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The FAA's associate administrator for safety, David Boulter, said in a
letter Friday to the advisory panel on rulemaking that alerting
technologies "are only part of the solution" to avoiding close calls. He
said more consideration needs to be given to "human factors."

© 2023 The Associated Press. All rights reserved. This material may not
be published, broadcast, rewritten or redistributed without permission.
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